Step #1
First, take one of the end panels (Picture A) with the bottom latch facing to the outside, and attach both of the top support bars (Picture B). Make sure the bottom four holes are facing downward and the top two holes face upward. Use the bolts and washers provided, and at this point only tighten half way with the wrench. Do not attach the other end panel yet this will occur during Step #4.

Step #2
Next, attach both of the bottom support bars (Picture C) using the bolts and washers provided. Make sure the four holes are facing upward and the grooved channel strips are facing inward. See (Picture D) for completion of Step #2.

Step #3
Place side mesh (Picture E) with door opening to the outside. Place mesh into holes located on bottom support bar first & then the top support bar (Picture F). Twist the top bar toward inside of cage to easily insert mesh into holes. Then twist bar back to normal position. Repeat this process in the same manner for the side mesh on opposite side.
Step #4
Place the top mesh (Picture G), into pre-drilled holes located on the top bar supports and end panel (Picture H). Your cage should now look like (Picture I). Next, set the cage upright (Picture J) and secure the other end panel to the cage using the remaining bolts. Now fully tighten all bolts. You’re almost there. Insert the casters into the holes by first finger tightening and then using the wrench. Finally, flip the cage & slide grate & tub into place (Picture K). Congratulations! Your new Prevue small animal home is ready to go (Picture L).

Note:
If you’re in need of any replacement parts please e-mail, or give us a call directly at the address or phone number below. Thanks for your purchase.